SME CHAT

GANESH JIVANI,
MANAGING DIRECTOR, MATRIX COMSEC

“OUR FY17-18 REVENUE WAS
AT RS. 140 CRORE. WE PLAN TO
GROW AT 40% THIS YEAR AND
REACH ABOUT RS. 195 CRORE.”

“MATRIX BRAND
IS ALL ABOUT
SUBSTANCE IN
EVERYTHING
WE DO”
Matrix has come a long way from being a domestic player to be
a global power in the communication and security technology.
The company exports products to more than 40 countries. It
has stable distribution and SI network in these countries.
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What is your vision and mission for next decade? How are
you taking your company to the next
decade?
Matrix mission is to offer cutting-edge, highperformance Telecom and Security solutions
to business customers. Matrix’s vision is to be
a leader in innovative Telecom and Security
solutions.
Matrix business is driven by mainly two
prime movers: cutting-edge products and
market reach. With this simple understanding,
we are focusing on creating world-class products in all the three domains. Innovating and
Building Cutting-Edge, World Class Products:
Investing in R&D. Simultaneously, we are also
building a channel network to expand market
reach and take Matrix to all targeted markets by
investing in marketing, sales and support.
What is your vision around
making Matrix brand as premium as any large MNC brand or you
are
contented
with
your
accomplishments?
Matrix brand is all about substance in everything we do. For us substance means depth.
Substance means offering more to our customers – more technology, more functions, more
features, more reliability, more support, etc.
Substance is opposite to being on the surface or
superfluous.
We are not contended with our present status
and believe we have a long way to go towards
establishing Matrix as a strong technology
focused, customer driven organization.
Today, Matrix Comsec is into
2-3 categories of products i.e.
telecom, security and UC, what is
your product roadmap?
Matrix is focusing on building enterprisegrade solutions in three technology domains
– Video Surveillance, Telecom and People
Mobility Management (Access Control, TimeAttendance, Visitor Management, Cafeteria
Management, etc.). We established Matrix in
1991 with Telecom solutions and therefore
Telecom is still our largest business with about
60% of the share. People Mobility Management
brings about 30% and Video Surveillance con-

tribute about 10%. Of course, all three domains
will continue to grow, but we see the composition changing to 40:30:30 within 3-5 years.
We believe our hands are full and we have
enough on our plate. Our current priority is to
go deeper in the areas we have chosen, instead
of spreading horizontally or too thin over multiple segments.
What is your roadmap for
manufacturing?
Matrix manufacturing plant is located at
Waghodia, Vadodara. With current installed
capacity, we can manufacture up to 100,000
IP cameras; 25,000 Video Recorders; 50,000
Biometric Controllers and one million PBX
ports. We are growing our sales to fully utilize
the current manufacturing capacity. Honestly,
our manufacturing capacity is larger than our
current sales. Moreover, we have additional
100% headroom for future expansion at the
same location.
Briefly tell about manufacturing facility, process and product to market – technology used, etc.
Matrix manufacturing is a modern plant of
about 60,000 sq. feet building. Manufacturing
takes care of all the processes starting from
Material Planning, Procurement, Stores and
Inventory Management, Quality, Production,
Sales Fulfillment, Logistics and RMA. Matrix
follows lean and flow manufacturing principles.
Globally, how many countries
you have presence till now?
What is your expansion plan?
We export Matrix products to more than 40
countries. We have stable distribution and SI
network in these countries. We need to expand
our reach in these countries by expanding SI
networks and increasing customer reach.
From the employees’ perspective, what is the total head
count, what kind of growth are you
envisaging for the next decade?
At present, we are 700+ people. We scaled up
our R&D operations by adding 100+ engineers
during last year itself. In addition, we are also
expanding our marketing and sales teams to

accelerate market penetration. Our new R&D
building is also ready, with a capacity to house
150+ engineers.
What is your employees’ retention strategy and how do you
want to improve it?
Matrix is a very professional and seriousminded organization. We take our work very
seriously. We offer technologically advanced
and challenging projects, targeting international customers. Our infrastructure, equipment, tools and processes are world-class. Our
culture is open, collaborative and meritocratic.
We value our people but at the same time we
also expect them to bring right competence,
skills and mind-set to work. I believe today’s
youth care much more for their career and
growth than previous generations. They like the
excitement of working on challenging projects
provided the organization gives them freedom
and appreciates their expertise, commitment
and results along with offering opportunities
for learning and growth.
You also do a lot of CSR activities, shed some lights on that.
Honestly, we don’t a lot. But, we do contribute
towards children’s health, education and few
other community projects.
What is your market growth
strategy for next decade?
Video Surveillance and People Mobility Management markets are growing rapidly and
Matrix is a relatively new player with a plenty
of headroom to grow. Second, we are also introducing cutting-edge, well-differentiated new
products this year. Third, we are expanding our
channel network by appointing system integrators in all the important markets in India and
overseas. Last, we are working closely with large
customers to increase customer visibility, control and trust on Matrix products and solutions.
What is your present turnover
and growth expectation for
2019?
Our FY17-18 revenue was at Rs. 140 crore. We
plan to grow at 40% this year and reach about
Rs. 195 crore.
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